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PRIDE AND JOY
Design by: HollyHudspeth (9 Projects)
About me: I lik e to try all techniques in
scrapping and am constantly learning. I am
finding that m ost em blellishm ents can be cut
with a cricut m achine. A litte glue and paper and
you can have anything.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Family Trendy Family Layouts

Scrapbook Layouts Kids Layouts
This is my DD w ho is my Pride and Joy. She is w earing the
hat of her belated boyfriend on the anniversary of his
death. She w as going to a concert of his favorite band w ith
his family.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Cricut Expression 2:
Anniversary Edition

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Small Talk Frames and Tags Cart

When I Was a Kid Cart

White glitter

Bling

Ribbon

White cardstock for backdrop

Cosmo Cricket's Sweet Disposition

STEP 1
Print papers from the Cosmo Cricket Sweet Disposition Digital Paper line

STEP 2
Lay 8.5 x11 paper sideways on the white paper. Hand cut the hexagon paper to make a border for the bottom.

STEP 3
Cut the backdrop frame using When I was a Kid. I used the one with the arrow and the tab with the heart and welded them together. Cut the
tag and save the inner bee for the upper right corner. Cover it with glitter.
Cut the hexagon background using When I Was a Kid, glue that down on the upper left corner of the 8.5 x 11 page. page. Using the Small
Talk cart, cut the tabs on the side with sayings appropriate for your theme. Use words in the middle to create interest for the title. I used the
word "my". I also cut the border from the same cart.

STEP 4
Glue down 8.5 x 11 sheet sideways at the top. Glue the border on top of that. Then add the matt and picture, tucking the tabs in on the side.
Raise the medallion with the bee on pop dots in the lower left corner of the pic. Add glitter to the bee and small heart cut from the
background mat. Glue both down as shown. Put a cut or paper flower in the lower right part of the pic. Add the border across the hexagon
border at the bottom putting bling on each circle

STEP 5
Cut two layers of the button from the Small Talk cart in 1.5 inches and add string to it through the wholes to give it a hand sewn look.

STEP 6
Cut Tag from the Small talk Cart and tuck it behind the bee medallion. Add ribbon to the top of the tag to tie it into the tied button.
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Love Blocks!
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